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Dominate Your Opponents With Supercharged Game Audio!
The Sound Blaster® X-Fi MB2 software suite is a powerful audio platform equipped with cutting-edge
audio technology and THX TruStudio Pro. Sound Blaster X-Fi MB2 offers premium audio quality, effects
and features for ordinary PC systems equipped with only basic onboard audio.
THX® TruStudio Pro™ is specially designed to bring the same great audio experience found in live performances,
films, and recording studios to the PC. THX TruStudio Pro provides groundbreaking technologies that are the
product of years of collective experience and research by Creative and THX. Together, these technologies deliver
the fullest audio experience for music, movies and games, while remaining true to the source and intention of the
artists who created it.

For gamers, get ready to be blown away by the amazing realism from the unrivaled headphone surround and
gaming sound enhancement technologies delivered by Sound Blaster X-Fi MB2.
THX TruStudio Pro audio technologies create unprecedented levels of audio realism, add dynamics and punch to
every gunshot, explosion and gaming sounds; and includes stunning surround effects, producing an incredibly
realistic surround sound experience even from just a pair of stereo headphones.
Creative EAX® ADVANCED HD™ 5.0 features state-of-the-art multi-environment rendering and reverb modeling,
delivers an amazingly realistic and immersive 3D gaming experience than your motherboard audio ever will.
Creative VoiceFX1 technology allows you to morph your voice into another persona to help you stay in character and
add flair to your online role-playing experience.
Creative ALchemy is a powerful tool that restores EAX® effects and 3D surround audio for legacy, DirectSound3D
game titles running on Windows Vista and Windows 7, re-enabling that same great gaming experience.
Sound Blaster X-Fi MB2 comes with native OpenAL support, ensuring compatibility with a wide range of PC games
developed with OpenAL for an incredible 3D audio experience.

For PC entertainment enthusiasts, get more out of your music and movies. Adding an enhanced level of
realism for your movies and turning your downloaded music into your very own personal concert with Sound Blaster
X-Fi MB2. Enjoy all of your music and movies in surround sound on virtually any speaker system or headphones.
THX TruStudio Pro audio technologies restore the details and vibrance back to your compressed audio; enhance
music and movies to make them sound livelier. What’s more is the technologies give a whole new, 3Dsurround sound
dimension to enhance the natural sense of audio depth and spaciousness by creating virtual surround sound
channels; stereo content or multi-channel content played over stereo speakers and headphones will sound as if it’s
coming from all sides while voices remain centered in front and the original balance and timbre is preserved.
THX TruStudio Pro Dialog Plus enhances the voices in movies for clearer dialog, allowing the listener to hear the
dialog over the rest of the soundtrack and over ambient noise in the listening environment.
Other audio technologies such as EAX® reverbs and a 10-band graphic equalizer allow you to enhance your music
even more. These essential audio effects and controls are conveniently placed in a central and intuitive Sound Blaster
Console. In addition, a suite of cool players are included to enhance your PC music listening experience, giving you
full control over your music streaming and integrates seamlessly with your iTunes and Windows Media libraries.
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Dominate Your Opponents With Supercharged Game Audio!
TRUE STUDIO AUDIO EXPERIENCE

THX TruStudio Pro Surround
Control the level of audio immersion
in music, movies and games.
THX TruStudio Pro Crystalizer
Enhance music and movies to make
them sound livelier.

The THX® TruStudio Pro™ suite of technologies features:
o THX TruStudio Pro Surround™
o THX TruStudio Pro Crystalizer™
o THX TruStudio Pro Speaker™
o THX TruStudio Pro Smart Volume™
o THX TruStudio Pro Dialog Plus™

THX TruStudio Pro Speaker
Enhance the sound quality and bass
of any speaker system for a better
listening experience.

Easy-to-use setting provides intuitive
control to enhance your audio playback
with THX TruStudio Pro enhancements
such as immersion control, dynamic range
restoration, low-frequency boost, dialog
boost, and automatic volume leveling.

THX TruStudio Pro Smart Volume
Adjust the loudness of your audio
playback automatically to minimize
sudden volume changes.
THX TruStudio Pro Dialog Plus
Enhance the voices in movies for
clearer dialog.

Sound Blaster Console

Sound Blaster Jukebox

All-in-One Console that provides Sound
Blaster effects in addition to THX
TruStudio Pro. Gives you intuitive access
to essential audio features such as
speaker settings, EAX, 10-band EQ,
1
VoiceFX and Mixer.

Easy-to-use one-stop Gadget to
control music playback with playlists
that already constructed in your
iTunes or Windows Media Player.

Creative Music Server 
All-In-One audio player and management tool that gives you full control over
your music streaming and integrates seamlessly with your iTunes and
Windows Media libraries.
The Multi-Streaming feature easily allows you to playback different music
tracks simultaneously, to various preferred playback devices, such as
Speakers, Headphones, Digital Output, HDMI or even a Creative Wireless
Audio device.

VoiceFX1

EAX® ADVANCED HD™ 5.0

Creative ALchemy

Transform your voice
with the magic of
VoiceFX, simply have
wacky conversations
with friends and family over Internet
and in online games.

Realistic EAX 5.0 Sound
Effects in Games. Hear
crackling gunfire and earthshattering explosions. EAX
5.0 delivers realistic sound
effects that pull you into the game.

If you are using
Windows Vista or
Windows 7, Creative
ALchemy
restores
the surround sound for the same
great gaming experience.

Minimum System Requirements
 Supported HD-Audio codec
 Microsoft® Windows® 7 (32-bit or 64-bit)
 Microsoft® Windows Vista® with Service Pack 2 (32-bit or 64-bit)
 Intel® Pentium® Dual Core, AMD Athlon™ 64 Dual Core or equivalent processor, 2.0GHz or faster
Note 1: VoiceFX is a bonus feature that is only available on certain system configurations from Creative OEM partners.
Supported Languages
Brazilian-Portuguese, Chinese-Simplified, Chinese-Traditional, Dutch, English, French, German, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Spanish
Americas inquiries: Creative Labs, Inc.
1901 McCarthy Boulevard, Milpitas, CA 95035
Tel: +1 (408) 428 6600 Fax: +1 (408) 428 2394

International inquiries: Creative Technology Ltd.
31, International Business Park, Creative Resource.
Singapore 609921.
Tel: +65 895 4000 Fax: +65 895 4050
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